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A complete menu of Afghan Choopan from Bothell covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found here on the
card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website. What

Caitlyn Possehl likes about Afghan Choopan:
This restaurant is a hidden gem. Tucked away behind greenery of a main road, it is a beautiful space full of

Afghani art. The food. Wow. What can I say? The Mantu dumplings are a revelation. Tangy, tender, and fresh.
The Lamb Qabuli Pallaw is a must. It is heaven on a plate. Thank you to the wonderful family for hosting us at
this perfect place. Exactly what a restaurant should be! read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit
outside and eat in pleasant weather, And into the accessible rooms also come clientele with wheelchairs or

physical limitations. What Adil Adilli doesn't like about Afghan Choopan:
Extremely bad service, the desks are not clean at all, asked the owner to clean the desks he insisted that it was
sanitized and when he touched the table he saw it was sticky and told me he would clean it next time.They had
only 3-4 customers but everything was so delayed asked for togo boxes waited 10 minutes and the boxes never
came, asked for receipts waited another 10 minutes.Crazy expensive.Average food. read more. Whether you opt

for a delicious flatbread which is refined with a rich garlic infusion, or crispy falafel, the menus from the Middle
East are almost like a mini-vacation - as dessert a honey-like, crispy baklava, you can return satisfied to your

daily life, Additionally, well digestible Mediterranean courses are on the menu. Would you rather enjoy the food in
your own four walls or on a special occasion like a big birthday party? Thanks to the in-house catering, that's no

problem.
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